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Introduction

As an artist, I frame my own work on paper. A frame is intended to protect the picture. However, as paper conservator, I have experienced that acid framing materials and certain practices can harm the work over time.

I am often asked how I frame, which materials I use, and from where I purchase them. Therefore, this article contains tips on methods and materials that keep the artworks safe.

To find those materials, a list of possible suppliers has been added. The list is not conclusive and you may find others of your choice.

Needless to say, I have no personal interest in any of my recommendations and selections, and they are not meant to be advertisements.
Principles of Mounting and Framing Artworks on Paper

This text is based on the talk I gave to artists of the West Norfolk Artists Association in October 2018. It contains information and tips about the materials and processes involved in mounting and framing works of art on paper in a way that follows three principles:

1. Using materials which will not harm the picture over time
2. Protecting the artwork from damage because of acid in the materials, moisture and insects
3. Ensuring all processes are reversible so that the picture can easily be unframed if needed.

As a paper conservator, I came across so many artworks on paper which had suffered through framing with materials that had damaged them over time. For example, ordinary mountboard is made from wood pulp, which is acidic. Even if the cover papers of the mountboard are acid free, the acid will cause a discoloured line all around the edges of the window of the mount because these edges open the way for the acid to migrate easily into the picture. Moreover, when paper made from wood pulp ages, it becomes more acidic. This acid migrates from the mount via the cover paper into the whole substrate of the artwork, discolouring it to brown. Please see the examples below.

Examples of Discolouration along the Edges of the Windows in Mounts Made from Standard Mountboard

This is a watercolour in its old mount.

The watercolour outside the mount. A brown line going along all four edges is caused by acid migration from the window mount into the paper of the artwork. Please see the detailed image on the next page.
Detail of the top left corner of the watercolour. The brown line where the acid from the window mount entered and discoloured the substrate is clearly visible.

A charcoal drawing in an old mount made from ordinary and acidic mountboard.

Visible at the edges of the bevel cut of the window: The core of the window mount has turned brown and more acidic during aging. The outside of the mount has also darkened.
The same drawing outside its mount.

In this image, you can see a light line inside the left and bottom edges of the work. This line can be seen on all sides. It was created by the acid seeping out of the bevel edge of the mountboard. Acid has migrated from the window mount into the paper of the drawing.

Examples of Discolouration of the Whole Substrate of a Picture

The images on the next page show the damage of acid migrating from a backing board into the whole sheet of a picture, in this case a print.
A print in an old mount with its backing board. The paper of the artwork is discoloured and has turned brown. On the right hand side you see the inside of the backing board which is discoloured in its entirety.

The back of the framed print. The outside of the acidic backing board has turned brown.

Verso of the print. The acid of the old backing board has migrated into the paper of the print and turned it brown. The paper is particularly dark along the edge of the window mount where it discoloured the picture from the front.

The front and verso of the same print after conservation. The brown discolouration has disappeared.

If you want to know more about acidity in paper, please go to: [https://www.lcipaper.com/acid-free-paper.html](https://www.lcipaper.com/acid-free-paper.html)
Mountboards
Types of Mountboard

There are four types of mountboard that are offered by manufacturers.

**Museum Mountboard**
Archival-quality Museum Boards are made from 100% pure cotton fibres. Cotton does not contain any acid. Therefore, if this type of 100% cotton mountboard is used, there will be no problems with discolouration or foxing, (brown spots) caused by mounting boards.

Moreover, it is safe to use for mounting traditional photographs.

**Conservation Grade Mountboard**
“The core is made from alpha cellulose fibres, featuring a soft, natural, white colour that will remain white. Each board is alkaline-sized, acid-free and calcium carbonate buffered for enhanced durability and longevity. Being conservation quality, boards are lignin-free with no optical brighteners. Cover papers are colourfast, resilient and bleed-resistant.”

However, alpha cellulose is wood pulp. As paper becomes more acidic as it ages, it is only a question of time until they may become acidic enough to cause damage.

Traditional photographs should be mounted on un-buffered boards.

**White Core Mountboard**
“These boards feature a pure white core and offer a clean, crisp, bevel cut. Each board is lignin-free, alkaline-sized, pH neutral and is calcium carbonate buffered to enhance its useful lifespan by minimising the effect of atmospheric pollutants.”

However, they are made from wood pulp which may cause discolouration over time.

**Cream Core mountboard**
“The core is made from virgin wood pulp with a characteristic pale ivory colour. Each board is alkaline-sized and pH neutral.”

However, they are made from wood pulp which may cause discolouration over time.

The quotations are taken from the website: [http://www.daler-rowney.com/en/content/mountboards](http://www.daler-rowney.com/en/content/mountboards) which gives a good overview over the different types of mountboard.
Hinging Works of Art on Paper

Hinging Tapes

An artwork on paper should **not** be attached to the *window* mount but to the backing board of the mount because they can be caught in the window opening and be damaged.

Nor should it be fixed with:

1. One long strip of paper along the top edge of the picture because paper expands and contracts according to the humidity in the room. Therefore, this way of mounting can lead to stresses between the work and the adhesive strip and can cause cockling of the artwork.

2. Masking tape, Sellotape or similar general adhesive tapes. Over time the adhesive dries out and the paper of the tape becomes detached. The adhesive migrates into the paper until it appears on the front as brown staining. Moreover, the adhesive is extremely difficult to remove as it seeps into the paper and bonds with its fibres.

It is far better to use either dedicated gummed hinging tapes or mounting corners for photographs, or Abaca.sa paper hinging tape for giclee prints (digital prints). Traditional photographs are safer mounted using mounting corners or mounting strips. They are also an alternative to paper hinges.

Should paper hinges be used, the company Lineco offers archival grade gummed hinging papers and mounting corners for all cases. Neschen also offers hinging tapes but they are self adhesive and may not be so easily removable if needed at a later date. You can also use any paper strip as long as it is thinner than the work of art you are mounting and as long as it does not contain any wood fibres. The hinges need to be thinner than the picture because if the framed work falls off the wall, the hinges break and not the artwork. If the hinges are stronger than the artwork, it may tear off underneath the hinges and get damaged.

If you use your own hinging paper, Japanese paper is excellent because the paper fibres are very long and give stability to the hinges.

In the section **Materials and Suppliers** you will find listed all the Lineco hinging tapes and their different usages as well as mounting corners and mounting strips.

Adhesives

As adhesive, a mixture of *methyl cellulose* and water, *wheat starch* and water or *rice starch* and water are best used because these adhesives are acid free, strong, and can easily be removed with water. The wheat starch that is used as an adhesive for paper is the same that you use for cooking. It is readily available in food stores and cheap in price. It is a is stronger adhesive than methyl cellulose or rice starch which is similar to wheat starch, but lighter and thinner after cooking. However, wheat and rice starch adhesive only last for a few days in the fridge, whereas methyl cellulose adhesive lasts several months before it goes off.
Recipe for Mixing Methyl Cellulose

Please go to: Product Information Sheet Methyl Cellulose Paste Recipe (Item: 793-1001)
https://www.lineco.com/pub/media/resources/cat_978_1.pdf

How to Make Wheat Starch Adhesive

Microwave Wheat Starch Adhesive:

Place 1 flat teaspoon of wheat starch in a medium size glass as the starch will boil high when microwaved.

Add 5 teaspoons of distilled or de-ionised water (if possible, otherwise use still table water or cold boiled tap water). You may experience that you need 6 teaspoons of water if the paste boils too dry with 5 teaspoons.

Battery top-up water has been filled into a small container to make it easier to measure the teaspoons of water.

Stir the mixture.
Wheat starch mixture before boiling

Place the mixture in a microwave oven. Microwave on a high setting (800) for 10 seconds. It needs to boil.

If it has not boiled after 10 seconds, remove the paste, and stir.

Place it back in the unit and microwave it another 5-10 seconds or as long as it needs to boil.

Wheat starch mixture after boiling. You can see how high it boiled in the microwave.

Wheat starch directly after boiling:
The paste is a bit stiff and translucent. (Please be careful: it should not overcook and become dry!)

Let the wheat starch adhesive cool to room temperature. However, it may then be quite stiff.

Put a small amount (as much as you need) onto a small pane of glass (or the corner of a larger pane), add a small amount of (best) distilled water to it either with a pipette, brush or tea spoon.
Mix wheat starch and water in a beating action with a palette knife or the flat side of a knife until the lumps are gone, and the paste becomes smooth. The consistency should resemble mayonnaise.

**Hinging**

There are various options for hinging but the two most commonly used ones are **T-hinges** and **invisible hinges**.

Apply a small amount to that part of your paper hinge that is pasted to the work of art. Paste the hinges slightly inside the top edge of the picture. You need two hinges for smaller works and more for larger pictures. Apply some pressure with your finger and let it dry. It is best to paste the adhesive firstly to the artwork and let it dry before the hinges are pasted to the backing board of the window mount. Please do not attach the picture to the window mount itself as it can be caught in the opening and be damaged.

**T-hinges:** For T-hinges, paste a strip of hinging tape across the tape that holds the artwork.

Left: The colour of the right T-hinge has been darkened in order to demonstrate the process more clearly.
For invisible hinges: fold hinges, which hold the artwork, backwards and secure with a cross tape directly beneath the edge of the artwork.

This type of hinge is used for example in collections (museums, galleries) where works on paper are presented in a mount which can be opened in order to examine the work recto and verso.

It can also be used for float mounting.

A watercolour by David Lendrum on heavy paper is float mounted

Float Mounting

A float mount does not overlap the edges of a picture but instead shows the whole sheet of paper in its entirety. Usually, there is a small gap between the edge of the window and the artwork. Therefore invisible hinges are used. Often it is enough to use the type of invisible hinges shown above for the top of the work and two invisible hinges at the bottom but without the horizontal bar.

However, if the paper of an artwork to be float mounted is rather thin, the paper may cockle with time. (See below left.) To avoid cockling, one can add several hinges along the edges of the artwork. Then a window which is one or two millimetre smaller than the artwork is cut into the backing board of the mount with a bevel cut. Put the picture face down and the large part of the backing board with the open window on top. The bevelled side faces up and away from the artwork. The hinges are pasted on to the back of this window mount. The inside of the window is put in place and sealed and secured with hinging paper.
Float mounting a larger work or one on relatively thin paper with several hinges

Left: Float mounting a picture drawn on thin paper: it can easily cockle if it is hinged only at its four corners. (The image is removed as I have no copyright to illustrate it.)

Several hinges have been added on all four sides of this poster for float mounting.

The poster fixed on the backing board of the mount. The hinges are invisible. The work is ready for float mounting.
Framing

The same care to protect works of art from acid when mounting should also be applied when framing them.

Sealing the Rebate of the Frame

In order to stop acid migrating from the inner side of the frame (rebate) into the mount, you can seal the rebate. This can be done by painting it with oil based primer. Water based primer is not a barrier to acid as the acid in wood is water-soluble.

Alternatively, you can stick a self-adhesive frame sealing tape along the rebate. It has two layers: the one that adheres to the frame is made from aluminium, whereas the layer facing the picture is made from paper. The image, right, shows the characteristics of the tape. Here the whole back of the frame is covered by it. If you use glass you only need to seal the rebate because the glass protects against acid migration from the front of the frame.

Glass

There are different choices of glass for your frame. Already ordinary float glass protects the artwork to some degree from the damaging effects of the UV rays in light. If using ordinary glass, the picture should, if possible, not hang in direct sunlight because, as we all know, daylight, in particular bright sunlight, bleaches out colours and even black ink, and darkens paper.

There are different makes of UV protection glass available; museum glass contains also an anti-reflective coating like that used for spectacles which makes the glass almost invisible. Another option is UV-protective acrylic glass. These UV-protective glasses filter out over 90% of the UV rays. However, their surface is static and may lift the top layer of pastel and charcoal drawings on to the glass.

A wide selection of glass can be viewed at: Wessex Pictures, Glass Products: https://www.wessexpictures.com/glass_products.html
Frame Backing Boards

The artwork needs to be protected against acid from the back of the frame too. There are different ways to do that. A safe and very protective frame backing board is ‘Art-Bak®-AQUA’: https://www.wessexpictures.com/ART-BAK_AQUA.html
There is also Art-Bak® Standard board: https://www.wessexpictures.com/ART-BAK_STANDARD.html

Both boards are made from triple layered corrugated cardboard which is 2.9mm thick. According to the information on the website of Wessex Pictures, they are made from recycled materials and buffered with calcium carbonate to stay alkaline for a very long time. The brown side faces to the back of the frame whereas the grey side faces the artwork. The boards curve slightly inwards to keep the artwork flat in the frame.

In addition, ‘Art-Bak®-AQUA’ contains a moisture barring membrane. If the board gets moist, it bulges outwards away from the artwork thus keeping it dry. The board becomes flat again when it dries out. I have experienced this phenomenon with pictures exhibited on damp walls.

If you use traditional boards like MDF, please be aware that these frame backing boards are acidic. You can seal the board on the inside to stop acid migrating from it into the back mount and ultimately into the artwork by painting the board on the inside with oil based primer, or put a sheet of kitchen aluminium foil on the inside, or a sheet of Melinex® or Mylar® polyester films.
Closing the Frame

Once the frame backing board is in place, the easiest way to fix it is by special tabs which are ‘shot’ into the rebate with a tab driver.

Tab Drivers and Tabs

There are different tab drivers on the market. Please see in the section Materials and Suppliers.

Tabs

It is recommended to use only Rigid Tabs but I use Flexi Tabs for small and medium size frames and, when framing larger pictures, combine them with Rigid Tabs. Flexi tabs can be bent so that the work can easily be unframed if needed. However, although they are strong enough for small and medium size pictures, rigid tabs are necessary for framing larger works in order to stop the back of the frame from falling out. If you open and close a frame a few times, please check that the flexi tabs are still rigid enough to hold, or replace them if necessary.

Framing Tape for Sealing the Back of a Frame

A good and highly recommended tape for sealing the back of the frame is gummed brown tape. However, the adhesive in gummed tape may dry out, like in this example:

The adhesive of gummed framing tape has dried out and the tape has become loose.
If the back of the frame is painted or varnished, gummed tape may not adhere to it. In that case, self-adhesive brown craft frame backing tape can be used. If you can’t find it with your supplier, it can be found on Ebay (Please see the section **Materials and Suppliers** below). As the tape is situated outside the backing board of the frame, it is far away from the artwork and cannot damage it. Therefore I am of the opinion that it is safe to use them. Tapes come in different widths: 25 mm, 38 mm or 50 mm.

Please do not use the self-adhesive tape from ‘Tesa’. It become rock-hard after a few months to a year and will be very difficult, if not impossible, to remove. I contacted ‘Tesa’ (in Germany) about it and they confirmed the fact that it hardens completely with time, saying that it is a masking tape for spraying cars and only designed for short term usage.

In order to make sure that the back of the frame is sealed tightly enough to stop tiny insects like thunder flies from entering, triangular pieces of framing tape can be placed in the corners of the frame covering the gap between the backing board and the frame before the framing tape is added to seal the edges.
Finishing the Frame

The image, left, shows the finished back of a frame including the string on D-rings and two felt frame bumpers pasted at the bottom of the frame.

D-Rings

D-rings are a strong and flat way to attach the string to the back of the frame. In the example, left, the string sits too low. A good height is ¼ of the length of the frame measured from the top.

The picture below left shows a D-ring positioned in such a way on the frame that it can be swivelled outwards and does not overlap the inner edge of the frame. Now the picture can be unframed without removing the D-rings.

The image below right shows the D-ring in position for attaching the string and hanging the picture.

Inside of the frame outside

D-ring turned outwards to unframe the picture

Inside of the frame outside

D-ring in position for attaching the string
String

I use a loop of string and knot the ends together with a reef-knot because it is very secure. Reef knot: right over left, left over right. In this way you only have one knot that you can move off centre for hanging the picture and which will be invisible once the picture hangs on the wall.

Felt Frame Bumpers

In order to let air circulate and avoid moisture build-up behind the frame, felt frame bumpers should be pasted to the bottom of the frame. Bumpers are available in two sizes: of 2 mm thickness for small to medium size pictures and 3 mm for large ones.

If you place them 2-3 cm inwards, they are not visible from the side once the picture is hanging on the wall.
Materials and Suppliers

I have no affiliations with any supplier. I only share my experience and want to make it easier for you to find materials quickly and easily.

General Picture Framing Suppliers

There are various suppliers on the Internet. Please have a look. It is worthwhile to compare prices. You can buy the mountboard from most of the manufacturers. Please see the list below. It is only a suggestion.

Lion, Picture Framing Supplies UK Materials & Equipment for Framers
https://www.lionpic.co.uk/

Most framing materials, including speciality glazing
Wessex Pictures
https://www.wessexpictures.com/
They are trade suppliers only and artists qualify as trade. You need to register with them in order to see the prices.
For us in Norfolk: Dereham Branch Tel: 01362 690002 Fax: 01362 690007

Manufacturers and Suppliers of Mountboards

Arqadia
https://www.arqadia.co.uk/category.aspx?id=267
You need to register with them via telephone:
Call Centre Tel: 01234 852777

Daler-Rowney
http://www.daler--rowney.com/content/mountboards
There is a store locator on this page.

Lion
https://www.lionpic.co.uk/
You need to register with them via their website
Colourmount
http://www.slater-harrison.co.uk/colourmount/
You have to contact them for sales.

Rising
http://risingmuseumboard.com/
Supplier: Centrado
Huntingdon, UK
https://centrado.co/product-category/mountboard/rising/

Centrado for artists:
https://centrado.co/about/artistic-buyer/
You can register online

More Papers and Mountboards:
John Purcell Paper
http://www.johnpurcell.net/
However, they only sell in quantities of at least 25 sheets!

For individual sheets and special papers: 020 7233 9999
Shepherd's
30 Gillingham Street
Victoria
London
SW1V 1HU
https://store.bookbinding.co.uk/store/

They are located near Victoria Station in London.
For me this is the best and largest paper shop ever. They have everything! Oh dear, I don’t mean to advertise them

Hinging Tapes

Here are all the Lineco hinging tapes and their different usages. Please zoom in to read the texts of the charts.
https://www.lineco.com/framing-products/framing-tapes
Lineco Hinging Tapes

Mounting/Hinging Tissue
Starting at $8.20
Add to Cart

Abacasa Paper Hinging Tape
Starting at $13.45
Add to Cart

Framing/Hinging Gummed Paper Tape
Starting at $15.95
Add to Cart

Self-Adhesive Cloth Hinging/Finishing Tapes
Starting at $16.10
Add to Cart

Gummed Linen Tape
Starting at $15.15
Add to Cart

Mulberry Hinging Paper
Starting at $16.40
Add to Cart

This pressure sensitive, mounting/hinging tissue is a fine, long fibred tissue with an archival quality pressure sensitive acrylic adhesive that is permanent and non-yellowing. Ideal for hinging translucent art such as Japanese paper, papyrus, and other lightweight art because it won’t show through. Mineral spirits are required for removal. Price per roll.

Abacasa self-hinging tape incorporates the strength and suppleness of Abaca paper (Manila hemp), along with a very strong acrylic adhesive that is permanent and non-yellowing. Gummed tapes are risky to use with Giclee inkjet prints because of their water sensitivity. In these cases a self-adhesive tape is a much safer alternative. Abaca is strong enough to hold large digital prints, and supple enough to adhere to the print without distorting. Abaca paper is acid-free, biodegradable, and comes from a self-sustaining plant.

The high tensile strength of this quality, water activated hinging tape will support all but the heaviest works of art. The paper is acid-free with a calcium carbonate buffer and a pH of 8.5. The neutral pH adhesive has excellent tack to hold firmly without slipping or "creeping". Price per roll.

Use these tapes for joining the edges of boxes, adding a finishing touch to the edges of boards or hinging album pages. The linen is a favorite for hinging window mats to backboard or attaching art. The very fine linen cloth is flexible yet strong. The neutral pH acrylic adhesive gains strength overnight. The satin tapes have a low luster finish in three colors. The woven cloth has a matte black cloth finish in several widths.

This water activated tape, with 65/35 thread count fabric, provides superior strength for hinging, mounting or repair applications. The neutral pH adhesive has high tack, lay flat properties that make it a favorite for hinging mats and heavy pieces of artwork. Price per roll.

Ideal for making conservation hinges for a wide variety of art. High quality, strong (weight 52 gsm) Japanese paper offered in convenient rolls of 11 x 100ft. For use with wheat/pine starch or methyl cellulose homemade paste. For a non-adhesive mounting method, paper slings or paper photo corners are simple to make and adhere with archival tapes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specialty</th>
<th>N/A</th>
<th>N/A</th>
<th>N/A</th>
<th>N/A</th>
<th>N/A</th>
<th>N/A</th>
<th>N/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framing Method Adhesive Type</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Hinging/Mounting Pressure Sensitive</td>
<td>Hinging/Mounting Water Activated</td>
<td>Hinging/Mounting Pressure Sensitive</td>
<td>Hinging/Mounting Water Activated</td>
<td>Hinging/Mounting Pressure Sensitive</td>
<td>Hinging/Mounting Water Activated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Style Filter</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lineco Mounting Corners and Mounting Strips

# Adhesives

## Lineco conservation adhesives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adhesive</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Add to Cart</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Methyl Cellulose Adhesive</td>
<td>Starting at $8.75</td>
<td>Add to Cart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Neutral pH Adhesive</td>
<td>Starting at $6.85</td>
<td>Add to Cart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgian Rice Starch</td>
<td>Starting at $6.50</td>
<td>Add to Cart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheat Starch</td>
<td>Starting at $6.50</td>
<td>Add to Cart</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A neutral pH, water reversible adhesive that dries clear. Use for repair, gluing end sheets and general archival adhesive applications.

Lineco acid-free adhesive has excellent lay-flat properties and dries clear. Easy to use polyvinyl acetate (PVA) formula is fast setting and re-moistenable with water. This adhesive was formulated specifically for preservation materials and will not become brittle with age. Adheres to most porous surfaces. Take advantage of the lower cost on gallon containers of adhesives. Now you can use our rugged, reusable plastic pump to dispense small quantities of glue from gallon containers. No more drips, spills, or sticky messes to clean up. Price each.

Similar to wheat starch, but it yields a lighter, thinner starch adhesive paste after cooking. NOTE: Must be cooked. Click on the RESOURCES tab to see the recipe.

A very carefully purified, uncooked food-grade wheat starch. When cooked, it makes a superior smooth wheat paste adhesive. NOTE: Must be cooked. Click on the RESOURCES tab to see the recipe.
Frame Sealing Tape

From various suppliers

Glass

For standard and specialised glazing:
Wessex Pictures, Glass Products: https://www.wessexpictures.com/glass_products.html
For standard glass you may prefer your local glazier.

Frame Backing Boards

Art-Bak® Backing Boards
Supplied by Wessex Pictures:
Art-Bak® Standard board: https://www.wessexpictures.com/ART-BAK_STANDARD.html
Melinex and Mylar Sheets

Supplied by Shepherd’s:  https://store.bookbinding.co.uk/store/search.asp
And Quality Plastic Film and Plastic Sheets:  https://www.grafixplastics.com/buying-grafix-plastics/

Tab Drivers and Tabs

There are different tab drivers on the market two of which two are available for a price of about £ 30.00 (January 2019):
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Picture-Frame-Assembly-Tab-Gun/dp/B009ZAHFOA
http://www.framerscorner.co.uk/shop/category/hobby-framing/tab-drivers

Or this deal for tab driver + flexi tabs and rigid tabs:
(October 2018)
Framing Tape for Sealing the Back of a Frame

Examples of framing tapes from Ebay

- Picture Framing Self Adhesive Brown Craft Professional Frame Backing Tape 50m
  - £4.49 to £34.99
  - Ebay
  - Free Postage
  - 234+ Sold

- 50mm x 50m Brown Self Adhesive Backing Tape Picture Framing Canvas Craft Kraft
  - £4.99
  - Ebay
  - Free Postage
  - 43 product ratings

- 50mm Brown Adhesive Backing Tape Picture Framing 50m
  - £2.85
  - Ebay
  - + £1.99 postage
  - 264+ Sold
  - 29 product ratings

- Brown picture framing tape self adhesive 25m or 50m rolls 25mm wide
  - £3.49 to £3.99
  - Ebay
  - Free Postage
  - 166+ Sold
  - 10% off over 2
  - Ebay Premium Service

Felt Bumpers

https://www.wessexpictures.com/Frame_Bumpers-Felt.html
Further Reading and Viewing

The guidelines on framing by ICON, the Institute of Conservation, are very helpful:
http://conservationregister.com/PIcon-Mounting.asp

Fine Art Trade Guild: Mountboard Logo License programme:
https://www.fineart.co.uk/Guild_Mountboard_Logo_License_programme.aspx


LCI Paper: FAQs - Acid Free Paper [bottom of the page]
https://www.lcipaper.com/acid-free-paper.html
Information on acid in paper

Video
Mal Reynolds: R1 Principles of conservation framing, Fine Art Trade Guild:
https://www.fineart.co.uk/article/cpd-video-principles-of-conservation-framing-1063.aspx